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Where did Cyber Essentials come from?

Arose out of concerns from amongst other, GCHQ, about the impact of

cyber attacks on government and those who provide services for

government

The Government worked with a number of stakeholders to develop the

cyber essentials (CE) scheme

CE focusses upon a small number of controls which were identified by the

government as those that, if they had been in place, would have stopped

the majority of the successful cyber attacks over the last few years



It is backed by industry including the Federation of Small
Businesses, the CBI and a number of insurance organisations
which are offering incentives for businesses.

It is designed to be suitable for all organisations, of any size, in
any sector.

Source: https://www.cyberessentials.ncsc.gov.uk/about.html

Where did Cyber Essentials come from?

https://www.cyberessentials.ncsc.gov.uk/about.html


What is Cyber Essentials?

A simple but effective Government backed scheme that will help 
you to protect your organisation against a whole range of the 
most common cyber attacks

It focusses upon 5 technical controls which if effectively 
implemented stop the majority of cyber attacks

Cyber Essentials is designed prevent these attacks…



Cyber Essentials – What must you do?

Use a firewall

Take care with security settings for your devices and software

Maintain Access Control

Avoid Viruses and malware

Keep devices and software up to date



Cyber Essentials – 3 Levels of Engagement

Familiarise yourself with cyber security terminology

Go for basic, or entry level Cyber Essentials certification

For those who want to take cyber security further, you can go
for Cyber Essentials Plus certification.

https://www.cyberessentials.ncsc.gov.uk/advice
https://www.cyberessentials.ncsc.gov.uk/further-scheme-information.html
https://www.cyberessentials.ncsc.gov.uk/about.html#cyber-essentials-plus


Cyber Essentials – TLS view

‘65% of law firms have been a victim of a cyber incident’

Source: http://www.lawsociety.org.uk/news/blog/are-you-the-65-percent-or-the-35-per-
cent-65-percent-of-law-firms-cyber-attack-victim/

Graham Murphy, CQS Manager, The Law Society

‘Cyber Essentials will help you ensure your business has the basic level of protection
against the most common online threats.’

Tim Hill, technology policy adviser to The Law Society

Source: http://www.legalvoice.org.uk/cybersecurity-shoe-string/

http://www.lawsociety.org.uk/news/blog/are-you-the-65-percent-or-the-35-per-cent-65-percent-of-law-firms-cyber-attack-victim/
http://www.legalvoice.org.uk/cybersecurity-shoe-string/


Cyber Essentials – Benefits

Addresses the most common Internet-based threats to your 
business

Reassures clients that you take data protection seriously

Is low cost – around £300 for accreditation



Cyber Security  – Other Tools

Consider having a SSL certificate to secure your website

These websites begin with https: e.g.

Chrome and Firefox users are able to see warnings on unsecured sites: ‘Your
connection to this site is not secure’

Google gives some search engine ranking credit to sites with a SSL certificate

The ICO, in their guidance to GDPR in relation to personal data suggest that firms look
at the security of their website. See: https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-
data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/security/

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/security/
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ICO issued fresh guidance on 21 October 2020
Much more detailed (81 pages!)
Clarifies some issues

Stopping the Clock
Excessive Requests
Charging

Show Me the Way



General Rule is must comply within a month
Can extend if complex/multiple requests

Guidance gives examples
Request clarification

Request ‘stops the clock’ but
Only ask if genuinely needed and process a lot of data
about the individual

How Long (has this been going on)?



Can refuse ‘manifestly excessive’ request
Assessment is tricky and detailed discussion
Test is whether clearly or obviously unreasonable
Overlap and/or duplication
Not volume
‘Unfounded’?
Malicious/harassing

How Much (is enough)?



Normally cannot charge
Can charge admin if ‘excessive’ or ‘unfounded’
If requests additional copy

photocopying, printing, postage and any other costs
equipment and supplies (e.g. discs, envelopes or USB
devices); and
staff time

Must be reasonable and consistent

How Much (is that doggy …)?



If you are not a health professional, you must not disclose
health data unless:

within the last 6 months obtained an opinion from the
appropriate health professional that the serious harm test
for health data is not met; or
satisfied that the individual has already seen, or knows
about, the health data.

Don’t Tell (anyone)



Serious harm test for health data is disclosure would be likely
to cause serious harm to the physical or mental health of any
individual
Appropriate health professional is HP most recently involved
in treatment
So, MUST obtain opinion from HP

What Must I Do?



If need to obtain an opinion then request is ‘complex’
Just means get more time
Still can’t charge
HP fee?
Hopefully not …

Give Me Time



What do I do when client’s opponent makes SAR?
They’re the other side so not my problem

Still hold data so DPA applies
It’s all privileged

Some may be but not all
But it’s confidential

Not really … data about them

Who’s Asking?



1. Identify all data you hold about OS
2. Is any privileged? If so, do not disclose
3. Is any of (remaining) data subject of professional duty of

confidentiality to client? If so do not disclose
4. Does (remaining) enable another individual to be identified?

If so
a) Do you have consent, or
b) Reasonable to dispense?
If not then do not disclose

Step by Step



Possibly not much … but
May (actually has to) be disclosed
Time consuming
Needs a lawyer
Don’t shoot the messenger!

What’s Left?



What is being outsourced?
Typing
Statement Taking
Bundling
Accounts
Human Resources

All involves ‘processing’ of data overseas

Sailing Away



GPDR applies to EEA so no problem
Principle is that data must travel with same protection
So outside EEA requires …

Adequacy Decision
Andorra, Argentina, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Israel, Jersey, New
Zealand, Switzerland and Uruguay (Japan and Canada partial
only)

EU-US Privacy Shield no good
Appropriate Safeguards

Keep It Close



Standard Contractual Clauses
Adopted by Commission
Several sets and templates available
Lengthy and detailed

Keep Me Safe



Brexit …
No longer in the EU so …
EFTA?
Adequacy Decision?
Just to be awkward (pourquoi pas?)

*Slowest. Plane. Ever.

Leaving (on a jet* plane)
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ICO 
Accountability 
Framework



Introduction

Accountability…

…means taking 
responsibility.

…is key to effective data 
protection.

…is a new data protection 
principle.



Accountability means taking 
responsibility.

Putting in place 
proportionate and risk-

based measures to protect 
personal data.

Making sure what you do is 
effective and stays 

effective

Being able to demonstrate 
what you are doing.



Examples of accountability.

Policies and 
procedures.

Data Protection 
Officers.

Data protection 
by design and 

by default.

Data protection 
impact 

assessments.

Breach 
reporting.

Records of 
processing.

Written 
contracts.

Security.



Accountability is key to effective data 
protection. 

The importance of data protection has increased.

Accountability is critical to minimising risks and increasing trust.

It makes good business sense.



Accountability 
is a new 
principle.

It’s not a new concept.

It is more explicit.

It is enforceable.



ICO Accountability Framework

Why did we want to create an Accountability Framework?

Consultation/research.

Who is the Framework for?

Framework scope.

How to use the Framework.

Framework structure.

Next steps.



Why did we want to create an 
Accountability Framework?

Information Rights 
Regulatory 
Strategy.

Regulatory Action 
Policy.

A practical tool for 
organisations.

An opportunity to 
use our 

supervisory 
experience.



Consultation/research

Snap survey.
Workshop at Field 

Fisher Law.

Workshop with Centre 
for Information Policy 
and Leadership (CIPL).

Internal workshop.

Internal and external 
products e.g. ICO audit 

toolkits and external 
privacy management 

frameworks.



We wanted to understand…

existing accountability 
practices

1

what might lead to 
improvements

2

how to support 
organisations 
designing their own 
internal accountability 
programmes

3

what scope, structure 
and design would be 
most helpful

4



Key findings 
The Framework complements the guidance already on 
offer.

There is significant room to improve and develop 
accountability.

Majority agreed with scope, structure and level of 
detail.

We need to be clear what the framework is and is not 
intended to do.

People want to share real-life experiences and practical 
features to help them measure accountability. 



Survey response

Top 3 challenging areas 

• Records of processing

• Contracts and third parties

• Policies, procedures and training



Who is the Framework for?

Those with responsibilities for making sure their organisation puts appropriate 
data protection measures in place.

Framework can support any organisation however the measures should be
risk-based and proportionate.

Smaller organisations – will most likely benefit in the first instance from the 
resources available in the SME Hub e.g. DP Self Assessment Toolkit. Work 
ongoing to tailor framework.



Framework scope
Sets out our key expectations across several areas of data 
protection governance. 

It is not intended to be exhaustive and does not replace the need for 
organisations to comply with all applicable aspects of the legislation.

Framework is not sector-specific in order to be relevant to as broad an 
audience as possible. 

At this stage, does not include specific requirements of Part 3 and 4



Leadership and 
Oversight

Transparency

Contracts 
and data 
sharing

ROPA and 
lawful basis

Individuals’ 
rights

Training and 
awareness

Breach 
response and 
monitoring

Records 
management 
and security

Policies and 
procedures

Risks and 
DPIAs

10 
categories



Expectations

Leadership and oversight
Organisational structure: There is an organisational 
structure for managing data protection and information 
governance, which provides strong leadership and 
oversight, clear reporting lines and responsibilities, and 
effective information flows.

Whether to appoint a data protection officer 
(DPO): If it is necessary to appoint a DPO under 
Article 37 of the GDPR, your organisation makes sure 
that the DPO’s role is adequately supported and covers 
all the requirements and responsibilities.

Appropriate reporting: The DPO is independent and 
unbiased. They must report to the highest 
management level and staff must be clear about how 
to contact them.



Ways to meet our expectations

Organisational structure
The board, or highest senior 
management level, has overall 
responsibility for data protection and 
information governance.

Decision-makers lead by example and 
promote a proactive, positive culture 
of data protection compliance.

You have clear reporting lines and 
information flows between relevant 
groups; such as from a management 
board to an audit committee, or from 
an executive team to an information 
governance steering group.



Accountability self-assessment and 
tracker

Links to guidance and 
‘prompt’ questions

A self-assessment 
with a report feature

An Accountability 
Tracker



Next steps

‘Soft launch beta testing’ phase.

Monitoring, feedback and continued development.

A version targeted at smaller organisations.

Case studies to showcase accountability.

Promoting and embedding accountability



Please get in 
touch…

accountability@ico.org.uk
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Thanks for watching!

Any Questions?


